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The purpose of this technical document is to provide comprehensive information
about NEBIBASSE (Services, Solutions, Tokenomics, Teams, and Roadmap)

Introduction
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NEBIBASSE is a subsidiary platform of NEBIBASSE, a Singapore-based
company. It is the first and foremost platform to support decentralization by
providing shopping solutions from all over the world and on various websites
through the platform’s NBS currency.  Thus, holders of NBS can sell and buy
various products and services without having to use banknotes or bank cards.

About
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Cryptocurrencies are an alternative to fiat currencies, and therefore their function is
to move away from centralization and promote decentralization in all transactions.
However, and despite the profits and the daily trading volume the cryptocurrencies
achieve, we notice a big gap in its ability to fulfill our daily needs. The reason is that
if any trader wants to buy tangible goods or services, s/he has no choice but to sell
his/her digital currency and convert it into paper currency that can be used in real
life. But now, with NEBIBASSE, we will make sure that our community members
can buy and sell products and services without having to use banknotes.
Thanks to the expertise possessed by our team and the partnerships we have with
global shopping platforms, we will offer millions of goods and services that you can
buy with NBS currency only. 
Along with our partners, we seek to revolutionize the world of decentralization, as
well as to overcome the obstacles created by governments that put stringent
conditions on shopping from abroad.

The Problem/ Why Nebibasse?
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The NEBIBASSE platform provides shopping from different international
websites, including: (Amazon, eBay, Alibaba, Lanieri, NETFLIX, SHEIN,
MODALISA …). This is done only through using the currency of the platform.
Hence, our company has signed an agreement with many of the websites
that provide their services online and that the payment method will be
through using NBS currency without having to use the visa or credit card of
the bank.

Each one of these companies will have their own area on our platform
where they can get the payment feature using the digital currency
exclusively through our platform, but keep in mind that it’s not available on
the official website of these companies.

Buying through our platform will save you a 15% discount compared to the
common price.

We guarantee the best and greatest mediation between our clients and the
products provided by many companies from all over the world, weather
they agreed on this partnership or not. However, the companies that will
agree on the partnership will hereby permit us to show their products to
buy with NBS currency, while the companies that won’t agree, rest assured,
this is what we are here for. All you need to do is to choose the product you
want and contact with the support team on our platform where you will
pay using NBS currency. From here, we and our partners will continue the
payment process using your name as quickly as possible and it will only cost
you less than 0.0005 NBS.

Services and solutions:
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The platform will also provide the ability to buy plane tickets as shown on
SKYSCANNER and MOMONDO along with starting your own store on our
platform where you can sell your services.

We know for sure that some countries and banks ask about the source of
the money deposited to your bank account. Therefore, in our company
NEBIBASSE, we try our best to evade such problems. This is done through
enabling our community members to sell and buy products and services in a
noncentral currency and without being subject to the maximum limit
imposed by countries on foreign trade.

.

In addition, we will provide a specialized page on our application where you
can sell and buy NFTs.

Later on, we will work on enhancing your privacy by opening new branches
in many countries in order to enable our clients to shop directly without
having to show their identity cards or home address
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Roadmap

PHASE 1

PHASE 3

PHASE 5 

PHASE 4

PHASE 2

Launch the application
Start buying and selling
and keep up to date with
customer service 24/24
Staking
NFT Plan

The Roadmap will be
updated continuously…

Negotiations with some
shopping companies
Sign preliminary agreements
Prepare the white paper
Roadmap
PRIVATE SALE FOR
COMPAGNIES (15%)

The idea was put forward by the
Board of Directors
Authentication to proceed
Formation of the work team
Hiring the best people in their
field
Intensive meetings to develop
the idea

Launching the website Marketing
Launch of the smart contract Ico
Listing on OKX platform, MEXC
platform, LBANK platform and
COINTIGER platform at the same
time Listing on CMC and CG

Listing on the BYBIT and
KUCOIN platform
Opening branches of the
company in other countries
Launching the platform&#39;s
credit card
Listing on binance

PHASE 6
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Tokenomics
MAX SUPPLY 6,000,000

ICO
35 %

PRIVATE SALE

15 %

10 %

10 %

10 %

8 %

4 %
2 % 6 %

AIRDROP

INVESTING

RESERVE

NFT PLAN

STAKING

TEAM

MARKETING COMMUNITY
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Team
YIDDISH AKIVA   (PRÉSIDENT) VALERIE JEAN   (VICE PRÉSIDENT)

FYODOR LEONID  (TEAM COORDINATOR) AVIGDOR BARAK  (CEO)

HAMDAN BANDAR  (FINANCIAL MANAGER) FAHD ELGHAMDI (FINANCIAL MANAGER)



CHARLOTTE LIAM (PROGRAMMING EXPERT)

HANNA FREDERIKE (DELEGATE) LEE QIAM (DIRECTOR OF MARKETING)

MARCEL GAMBA (COMMUNICATION OFFICER) GRACE MOGRINE (PROGRAMMING)
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Team
XIÙ YING (DEVLOPER)


